My name is ______________ and every year, I celebrate Halloween with my family and friends.
This year, I am dressing up as a _______________. My costume looks like _______________.
I hope people like my costume!
I am feeling ______________ to go trick or treating with _(my parents/friends)_____ this year.
When I go trick or treating, I will walk around _(my neighborhood/building/my Grandma’s House, etc)__
wearing my costume. I will be carrying a ___(container)____ to collect candy and other treats. I have to
hold the __(Container)__ the whole night so I don’t lose any of my treats! If I need help, I can ask ____.
When I get to a (house/apartment), I will walk slowly up to the door with my group to keep my body
safe. It might be dark outside and I have to make sure that I don’t trip on anything on the ground.
There might be decorations around the entrance that are bright colors or include flashing lights. There
might be decorations that make loud noises. There might be Jack-o-lantern pumpkins with candles
inside them. Even though I might feel nervous or scared, I know that I am safe. Sometimes it can be fun
to feel scared!
When I get to the door, I will knock on the door or ring the doorbell. If there are other kids waiting, too,
one of them might want to knock instead. I can be patient and take turns. I will knock on the door or ring
the doorbell only one time and then I will wait for someone to come to the door.
When someone opens the door, I will smile and say “Trick or Treat!” The person who opens the door
might say “Happy Halloween” and they might be dressed up in a costume. Even if the person says
something scary or looks scary, he or she is still safe. I will stay outside the house and wait for the
person to bring the treats to me unless the adult I am with tells me to do something different.
When the person presents me with a bowl of treats to pick from, I will gently put my hands in the bowl. I
will pick one or two, depending on what the adult tells me to do. After I pick my treat, I will say “Thank
you!” The adult might also ask about my costume, and I can tell him or her about what I am dressed up
as. It makes the adults feel good when I tell them about my costume and say thank you for the treats.
I will trick or treat at a bunch of different houses. I will know that trick-or-treating is almost over when
_________________________. That is my warning. I will know that it is time to go home when
_________________________.
After I am done trick-or-treating, it might be late. I might get to check out my candy and treats and eat
_(#)__ pieces before I go to bed. I will save the rest of the candy for another day.
I am so excited to go trick or treating and celebrate Halloween. When I keep a safe body and stay with
the group, Halloween will be fun for everyone and I will get to collect all different treats.

